Hospital costs, cancer patients and medical diagnosis-related groups.
This study analyzed hospital resource consumption for 5,065 Medicare patients in 90 noncancer designated medical diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) by whether or not patients had a diagnosis of a malignancy (i.e. cancer). Patients with cancer had greater hospital resource utilization than noncancer patients in these medical DRGs. Cancer patients had a greater percentage of outliers (p less than 0.02), twice the financial loss under DRGs, more diagnoses (p less than 0.001) and procedures (p less than 0.0001) per patient, and a greater mortality (p less than 0.0001) than noncancer patients. These findings raise the question of the equity of DRG payment vis-à-vis medical cancer patients in many medical DRGs, and whether the DRG scheme may provide disincentives to treat some elderly Americans with cancer.